This notes are concerned with control theory. We are interested by the following general problem : what are the states of a system that we can reach, starting from a given state, by acting on this system with a (control) function located in a given region of the space, during a certain amount of time.
Although these type of problems have been intensively studied for ODE'S, the understanding of the PDE's case is still in progress.
Here, we shall mainly concentrate our study on the model case of the wave equation, with Dirichlet boundary conditions. (Of course, in practice, one can be interested by other type of equations, even nonlinear, or other boundary conditions, or other related problems. For a general view on ntrol theory, the reader can look at the survey article by D.L. RUSSEL I^O], and at the book of J-L. LIONS [18] .) More precisely, our purpose is to show how one can use microlocal analysis to solve certain basic problems in control theory. To my knowledge, it is C. BARDOS and J. RAUCH who had remark that the multipliers techniques classicaly used in control problems, have to be replaced by microlocalization and propagation of singularities. If one notices that propagation of singularities is generally proved by multipliers techniques, one sees that the real break-through is the localisation in the cotangent bundle given by the microlocal study of the problem.
Historically, the main difficulty to achieve this program was certainly to obtain the result on propagation of singularities for boundary value problems. This has been done by R.. MELROSE and J. SJOSTRAND in [19] , (However, at this moment, the authors had in mind applications to scattering theory, no to control theory.)
These notes are organized as follow. In I, we expose the H.U.M. method of J-L. LIONS (Hilbert Uniqueness Method), which gives a nice functionnal analysis setting for our problem.
In II, we recall some facts on microlocal analysis for boundary value problems.
In III, we give a proof of the lifting Lemma of C. BARDOS G. LEBEAU, R. RAUCH [1] which is, with the theorem on propagation of singularities, the main ingredient for the study of exact controlability.
In IV, we treat the exact controlability problem. In V, we give the best known estimates for the general case.
In VI, we give four examples to illustrate the proceeding techniques and results.
Finally, in VII we discuss the stabilization problem and in VIII we just mention some results on the plate equation.
I. The H.U.M. method of J-L. Lions
Let (M, g) be a compact, analytic, riemanian manifold with boundary <9M, A = div grad the Laplace operator on M, and D = Q^ -A the wave operator on the cylinder X = R( x M.
Let Eo be the Hilbert space Eo = H^{M} © L 2 {M). For u = (^0,^1) 6 Eo, let w(t,x) be the solution of the evolution problem in \.
(1) Dw=0, w|ax=0, w(0,x)=uo{x) , ^(O,^) = u,(x) .
Then w(<,.) e C'°(IR( ;^JW) Ft C^ ^(M)) ; we shall denote by u(t) = (w(f,.),-^ ((,.)) £
Eo the Cauchy data of w at time t and will identify u = u(0) with the solution w of (1). Recall that for any u € Eo we have '
^ e^?oc(^)
9n ax '
where 9n is the unit exterior normal to the boundary of M, and more precisely ^ J^||^ 2 <, C{I) \\u\\^ for every bounded interval I of R( . Then / (= C^IR^^^M)) n G^R^Jf-^M)) ; we shall denote by v{t) = (A^) •). 1{ ( ( , •)) € ^-1 the Cauchy data of / at time t.
Let E-i be the Hilbert space JE;_i = ^(M) © H~1(M)
For every u solution of (1), and / solution of (4), we have For any ^ € ^GO, T[ x F), let h(t, x) be the solution of the evolution
Then S is continuous from I^^O,^ x F) into E-i. By (5), we have for every u € EQ , g € ^(JO^I x F) the identity onto F and we put on F the Hilbert structure of (Ker5)-1 -. Then the embedding F < -^ E^\ is continuous. Let (j> be the isomorphism from EQ onto the dual space (J?-.i)' of J?-i defined by <?i»(iz)(i;) = {v^u). From (9) one deduces that (10) (SmA')-^ Ker5 and if we define for u 6 EQ , |u|^ by If v belongs to F ^ we shall say that v is controlable, and if v = S(g), we call g a control for v ; for a given v in F there exist an unique control g in (KerS') 1 -for v ; this one is optimal in the sense that his norm in (jO.TIx F) is minimal.
Notice that v belongs to F and only if there exist a constant C such that Let F 1 ' be the orthogonal to F in 2?^i. By (9), we have F 1 -= Ker K, and so we have the equivalence (14) -F is a dense subspace of jE?-i ^ K is injective .
Also by the closed graph theorem, (11) and (12) Here we have discuss the functional analysis setting when the control function acts on a part of the boundary of M . We shall now briefly discuss the interior control case.
Let uj be an open subset of M. For g 6 ^(JO.TI x a?), let / be the solution of the evolution problem in X
Then we have / e C^U^H^M)) H C^R^L 2^) ) and we define S(g) by
The operator S is now continuous from ^(JO.TI x a?) into EQ . For v € -B-i, let w be the solution of the evolution problem in X \ (18) Qw=0, w|ax=0, w(0,x)=vo, -^(0,3;)=ui.
We have w S C°(R(, L^Af)) n C^R^fi-^M)) and we define K{v) by
Then K is a continuous map from 2?_i into .^(JO,'!^ x u) ; The formula (9) becomes
The space F of controlable data is still the range of 5, with the Hilbert structure of (KeriS 1 )' 1 "; it is now a subspace of EQ , and the G~norm on E^\ is defined by (21) \v\^ = sup { \{v, u)\ ,u € F, \u\p < l} = \\Kv\\^^^ . here w satisfies (18) with data v).
II. Microlocal study of boundary value problems
The results of this section are due to R. MELROSEandJ. SJOSTRAND. For more details, we refer to [19] , and [6] .
We shall denote by X the interior of the cylinder R< x M, by 9X the boundary 9X == R( x QM, and by X the closure of X , X = X U 9X. Let Y be a real neighborhood of X, T*Y his cotangent bundle (where ' means that we have removed the zero section), T*X = T*Y\j^^ T*X = T*Y\xt^X = t*X U t*9X and let T^ be the conormal bundle to 9X in V. /t TT be the canonical projection (1) t^X \ t^ -^ t^X U t"9X = T^X .
We equipe T^X with the topology defined by TT. Let car(D) be the caracteristic variety of the wave operator and put
The cotangent bundle to the boundary, T*9X^ is the disjoint union of the elliptic set £, the hyperbolic set U, and the glancing set Q, defined by (s) e t*X for 0 < |5J small, we shall write po € E^'~, if /3(s) ^ f*X for 0 < \s\ small, we shall write po € E^.
We put Eg = E^nr^, Ei = ^, Ej = E;--UE^+, E^ = <?\E? we have the disjoint union (5) E^EgUE^UEJUE^ .
Recall the following definition of a ray (see [19] 
Recall that near any point of the boundary QX, one can find a local chart (y,^), z € R, y e R" 1 , such that JY is locally defined by z > 0, and p = C 2 + r(z, y, T)) (y,»;) e T*^Y. In these coordinates the principal symbol q of the induced wave equation on the boundary is q = r{0,y,ri). A ray contained in E^4" is called a gliding ray. Because of the analyticity hypothesis on M, for any p G E&, there exist an unique ray 7 : R -> E^ such that 7(0) = p ( [19] ). We shall denote this ray by <f>(s,p) ; the components t(s), r(s) on the ray satisfie r(s) = cte = r ^ 0 and t(s) = <(0) -2rs.
If u(t,a;) is an extendible distribution on X which satisfies the wave equation Bu = 0, its wave front set up to the boundary, WF^(u) is the subset of t^X defined by
WF^nt^X =WF(u).
For p € T^QX, p i WFb(u) if there exist a tangential pseudo-differential operator A, elliptic at p, such that Au 6 C^X).
(6)
If (y,z) is a local chart near some point of the boundary, z £ R, with X defined by z > 0, then for u solution of Du = 0 we have u 6 C°°(z >, 0 ; T>y). If u is the unique extension of u such that ^|z<o = 0 and Hu = y>i(y)<^o + y>o(y)^=o, then we have
and so WF^(u) doesn't depend on the local chart in which we define the tangential pseudo-differential operators.
For u solution of Du = 0 in X, and p 6 t^X, we shall write u e Hî f there exist a pseudo-differential operator A of degree s, elliptic at p
. This is equivalent to have u € H 9^ for every /? 6 t*X \ t^ such that 7r(/3) == p, where ^ is the usual micro local Sobolev space at /3 € T*Y.
The main result that we shall use is the following theorem on propagation of singularities due to R. MELROSE and J. SJOSTRAND [19] . 
WFh(u) C E& and if p i WFb(u), we have p' == <f>{s,p) ^ WFh(u) if W>t{p).
As a consequence of the preceding theorem, and the well posedness of the mixed problem for the wave equation in H 1 , we have the following result on the propagation of the H 1 regularity. Therefore, by (2) and (3), and u € H^2, it remains to prove that uniformly in e > 0, one has
THEOREM. Let u(t^x) be an extendible distribution in X such that
J^|.=o 6 L\9X) , Q,R\u\^ 6 fi^^X) .
Notice that because of u 6 H^2, and support (J^) is closed to /?o 5 we have uniformly in e
By (4) and (5) In the C°° category, one can also remove the diffractive points p' == (f>{s^p) with // € r x ]0,T[ by moving just a little the boundary near this points, so in this case, the geometric control property is equivalent to stable exact controlability.
We leave to the reader to give the related result for interior exact controlability (in that case, we don't need the lifting lemma). 
V. A priori estimates
In this part, we shall discuss what can be deduced from the analyticity hypothesis when the space F of controlable functions is dense in JS-i, in the general case where there exist rays which are not By using a construction of geometric optic with complex phase function, one can prove the following estimate from below ( [17] ). Notice that in particular, under the hypothesis of the proposition, the space F of controlable functions doesn't contain the space E 9 of analytic vectors, for 0 small enough.
PROPOSITION. Suppose that there is a ray s ^ <f>(s,p), r(a) = -I, t(s) = s, such that p' = <j>{s,p) satisfies for s
The main result here is that we have the same type of estimates from above [17] . By a simple interpolation argument, the inequality (10) implies that we have the same type of inequalities (8), (9) Notice however that if u satisfies D u = 0, U\QX = 0 and u(xo^t) = 0 for a given XQ 6 H, and every ( € R, there exist an eigenfunction e of (A, Dirichlet) such that e(.ro) = 0.
If 6(<$i) < oo and 6^ € ]<?i,l[, then for 6 > Q(6i) one has E^ s -[ F,E^]s,, so for ^ € ]0,1[, [E^E.,^ ^ [[F,E.i}s,,E.^. We have [E^E.,], = E^
B. This second example is due to J. Rauch. Take M = S 2 , the unit sphere in R 3 , with the standard metric and uj = {(x^y^z) € ft 3 ^ x 2 + y 2 + z 2 = 1, z > 0}. In this case, for T > TT we have exact controlability for (^,T). This is just a limit case where the geometric control property is violated, with only one ray uncontrolled, the equatorial one (disregarding the orientation), which lives on the closure o7.
Recall that the action of the group of rotations induced an orthogonal decomposition of ^(S 2 )
where the Ek are the eigenspaces of the Laplace operator; the dimension of Ek is 2k + 1, and the associated eigenvalue k 2 + k = \k • The functions in Ek are exactly the restriction to the sphere of the harmonic polynomials in R 3 , homogeneous of degree k, and so for f{x) € Ek one has f(-x) ==(-1)^(0:). In §.I, we have identified u = (^0,^1) 6 -B-i == L 2 ® H" 1 with the solution of the wave equation with data (^0,^1), so we have We have to prove that if y e C'o'°(R), y ^ 0, <,<?(<) = 1 for ( € [0,7r] one has, for some C > 0 (8) Vu (= £-1 , ||u|| 2^ ^ C F y(t) ! K(,z)| 2 .
J-00 Jw
First, we notice that it is sufficient to prove (8) ith Co independant of ^, so we will obtain (8) with an extra term C \\U\\E_^ on the right, and using the compacity of the injection jEL-i c -£ ?-2 , and the uniqueness argument (T > 7r), the result will follow. Now, we just remark that we have y/Xk = \/Jfc 2 + k = k+^+0 (-^-), and using a^(-x) = (-1)^ a^(a'), one has 
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In particular, one has K(F) C 0(f2) 2 , which gives a precise microlocal information on F. The boundary of Q is not smooth, but has a natural stratification . Let now /> 6 S^ n (( = d), and 7-be the half ray with end point at p, contained in ( ^ ti. By hypothesis, there exist p € P ' € T^X|]O,(,IX(A>O), P' non dinractive. We have shown that, for ^ 6 ^,
, so by the lifting lemma, one h»tS u € Hp,, and uy propa.at'lonTthe time increases from p' to p) u 6 Jf;. Therefore the ranfie°of r is contained in F 1 , and by the closed graph theorem, r is continuous from G to F 1 . By (2), E(t) is a decreasing function for every u € H so we conclude that there exist C > 0 such that
and, using (2) this imply So (8) is true and by (2) one has ( 
9) E(t^ ^ E(0} (l -^)
and the theorem follows from the semi-group property.
B) Dirichlet stabilization.
The situation here is different from the Neuman case. We take a continuous non negative function \(x) 6 C°°(9M\ [0,oo[) such that the boundary is a disjoint union 9M •== F" U S U F 4 ", with Y ± open, S a smooth hypersurface, A|r-= 0, A|r+ > 0, A|r+ smooth, and near any point XQ G 5, with 5' defined by p = 0, dp ^ 0, and r^~ = {p > 0} we suppose Using the same type of techniques, T. HARG6 [4] has obtained the same result with a control function acting on 9nV\a although in that case, one has to suppose that the space F generated by the eigenfunctions of (A 2 , U\Q = 0, 9nU\Q =0) such that Ai/|r = 0 which is of finite dimension by the proof, is trivial; for example, one can suppose that the boundary 9M is connected . For other results in this direction, see [8] , [9] , [10] ,
[II], [12] .
One interesting thing in the study of control theory for Schrodingertype equation is that the infinite speed of propagation (more precisely, the speed is proportionnal to the frequency) makes the situation better that in the hyperbolic case.
For example, in [7] (see also [5] ) it is shown that one has the interior control property for the plate equation in a rectangular domain of the plane by acting on an arbitrary non-void subset. More recently, N. BURQ [2] 
